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T0 all 'Luiz/0m, it may concern. 
Be it known that I, EDWARD CHRISTIE, a 

citizen of the United States, and a resident of 
Corning, in the county of Steuben and State 
of New York, have invented a new and Im 
proved Game Apparatus, of which the fol 
lowing is a full, clear, and exact description. 
My invention relates to that class of game 

apparatus which comprises a series of cards, 
and has for its object to provide a novel, in 
teresting, and instructive game of the above 
indicated class. 
The invention will be fully described here 

inafter and the features of novelty pointed 
out in the appended claims. 
Reference is to be had to the accompanying 

drawing, forming a part of this speciñcation, 
which shows one of each of the various types 
of cards of which my game is composed. 
The cards may be made of any suitable ma 

terial or size, and the game consists of fifty 
two cards-viz., ten cards of each of the ¿tive 
types or “ snits’" shown at A B C D E, one 
card such as shown at F, and one like that 
represented at G. The four suits A B C D 
are distinguished by the signs of the four 

' fundamental mathematical operations-that 
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is, the cards of the suit A bear the plus or 
addition sign at the center, those of the suit 
B the minus or subtraction sign, and simi 
larly the cards of the suits C and D bear the 
multiplication and the division sign, respec 
tively.V I prefer to make the signs of con 
trary operations of contrasting or different 
colors, as indicated*for instance, red and 
black-«that is, the addition sign will be of a 
different color from the subtraction sign,and 
similarly with reference to the signs on the 
cards C and D. 

ÑVithin one snit or group the cards are dis 
tinguished from each other by numerals, 
thus running from the ace or “1,”np to the 
“10,” the numerals being preferably pro 
duced both upon the upper and upon the 
lower half of each card. 4 
The fifth suit of cards E is made with a de 

sign embodying both colors used inthe other 
four suits‘for instance, with a diamond or 
square, the marginal portion of which has a 
black half and a red half. 
The cards F and G have a ring-shaped de 

sign at the center, the design being black on 

the card F and red on the card G. Prefer 
ably the sign or design and the numeral (if 
any) borne bythe _central portion of the card 
are reproduced at opposite corners of each 
card, as shown at a. 
Various games may be played with these 

cards, but the intended rules are as follows: 
The cards are dealt to the players-_for in 
stance, four to each player-and a like num 
ber is laid open on the table. During the prog 
ress of the gam‘e the remaining cards are 
dealt to the players as occasion may require, 
but no cards are laid on the table when re 
peating the deal. The numbered cards have 
the value of the number they bear followed 
by the mathematical sign found on the card 
that is, if there are on the table the four 
cards “i3-1L,” “4-,” “3><,”and “6-2- ” they 
may be combined in various ways, as six di 
vided by’three equals two, or eight plus four 
equals twelve, or four minus three equals 
011e, or eight plus four minus three multi» 
plied by six equals fifty-four. If by such 
combinations a player can form the number 
borne by one of the cards in his hand or the 
number resulting from one combination oi’ 
two or more cards in his hand he Wins such 
card or cards. Then comes the next player’s 
turn, and so on. The cards marked with the 
diamond may be used as if followed by any 
one of the four mathematical signs at the 
player’s option-that is, if the “ SQ” and the 
“ 2+” are on the table a player may with 
those two form the combinations eight plus 
two equals ten, eight minus two equals six, 
eight multiplied by two equals sixteen, and 
eight divided by two equals four. A player 
having the card F or G can _sweep from the 
table all cards of the same color, but must 
leave the card F or G on the table in ex~ 
change, and this card is then given the value 
ofnaught. These rules may of course be va« 
ried. ‘ 

Having thus described my invention, I 
claim as new and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent-h 

l. Agame apparatus comprising four suits 
of numbered cards, the cards of one suit all 
bearing the addition sign, those of the sec 
ond suit the subtraction sign, and the oth 
ers the multiplication and division signs re 
spectively. 
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2. A game apparatus comprising a series 
of suits of numbered cards, the Cards of each 
snit bearing the same mathematical sign, and 
an additional suit of cards numbered like 
those of the other suits, but bearing (instead 
of the mathematical sign) an arbitrary dis 
tinguishing-figure. ' ' ` 

3. A game apparatus comprising a series 
of suits of numbered cards, the cards of each 
suit bearing the saine mathematical sign, 
one half of said suits being of one color and 
the other half of a different color7 two single 

unnumbered cards, eaeh of one of the colors 
of said suits, and an additional suit of cards 
numbered like those of the other suits, but I5 
bearing.r (instead of the mathematical sign) 
an arbitrary distinguishing-ligure. 
In testimony whereof I have signed my 

name to this specification in the presence of 
two subscribing Witnesses. 

EDWARD CHRISTIE. 
Witnesses: 

GEORGE S. GREGORY, 
FREDRICK HAMBLET. 


